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This paper aims to investigate the morphosyntactic properties of the person feature in the English
imposter construction studied by Collins & Postal. In this construction, the same definite DP can select a
1st person reflexive or a 3rd person reflexive. Moreover, despite of the distinct person feature value, a 3rd
person (non-reflexive) pronoun can have the reference to a speaker in the given contexts like a 1st
person pronoun. This use of a 3rd person argument differs from that of a 3rd person argument that refers
to the 3rd party. The present paper analyzes the mechanism of the person feature and its morphological
realization (particularly 3rd person) in English, and proposes the dissociation of notional person (the
semantics of the person feature) and grammatical person morphological realization. Both notional and
grammatical person are not always uniquely associated with each other nor always equally encoded into
a definite DP as well as a pronominal DP. The paper also argues that 3rd person is always a neutral/
invariable form in English. Despite of it, a 3rd person argument is shown to have a feature specification.
This paper demonstrates that the morphosyntactic variation associated with 3rd person agreement in
English pronoun-antecedent relations is attributed to the lack of the uniform relation between the se-
mantics of the person feature and its morphology, not to the syntactic operations.

© 2017 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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1. Introduction

A definite DP such as the present author is generally considered
referentially independent in the given contexts. It refers to the 3rd
party (grammatically 3rd person) and does not denote speaker (1st
person) or hearer (2nd person). However, Collins & Postal [16]
report that a definite DP can be used to refer to a speaker, as in
(1) [19,35,52,55,26] 1

(1)
nder the
a. In this reply, the present authorsi (¼ the writers of the
reply) attempt to defend ourselvesi/themselvesi against
the scurrilous charges which have been made.

b. This reporter (¼ speaker) and his son are proud of our-
selves/themselves. (Collins & Postal [16]: vii)

c. This reporter (¼ speaker) sent myself to cover Bill Clin-
ton's lecture at the Dorothy Pavilion.
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d. This reviewer (¼ speaker) found frustrated at times with
the various storylines. (Collins & Postal [16]: 20)
The definite DP in the subject position is used to refer to a
speaker or a speaker's group. Interestingly the binding relation
exhibits 1st person agreement since the DP can select myself/our-
selves, like a 1st person pronoun. In addition, the relation also
shows 3rd person agreement even though the reference is to a
speaker.2 According to Collins & Postal (2012:20), the pronominal
alternations in (1) are not accompanied by differences in truth
conditions.3 These particular kinds of expressions, which may
exhibit notionally and syntactically distinct person properties
simultaneously, are what Collins and Postal call imposters. An
imposter DP that is used to refer to a speaker appears to be able to
have two person feature values (i.e., 1st and 3rd person) as a binder
in (1).

A definite DP can also be locally bound by a personal pronoun of
distinct person. The definite DP in (2) is anteceded by a 1st person
pronoun clause-internally, like a 1st person reflexive myself,
without inducing a violation of Binding Theory (Condition C).

(2)

a. Ii respect the present reporteri.
b. Ii like Daddyi.
c. Ii am talking about Daddyi. (Collins & Postal [16]: 243)
d. Ii plan to vote for yours trulyi. (Collins & Postal [16];: 243)
Furthermore, a 1st person pronoun in (2a,b) can be replaced
with a 3rd person pronoun while maintaining identical truth con-
ditions in the given contexts, as in (3a,b) respectively.

(3)

a. (What do you mean the present reporteri (¼speaker) re-

spects no one?) Hei respects the present reporteri.
b. (What do you think of Daddy (¼speaker)?) Hei likes

Daddyi. (And you, Ken?)
4 In HPSG, GPSG and LFG, agreement features are divided into Concord and Index.
In these frameworks, Concord features correspond most closely to the grammatical/
morphological information on the noun, whereas Index features correspond most
closely to the sematic information of the noun. As far as the person feature is
concerned, there are few if any languages in which Concord includes person among
its features, as noted by Lehmann [39] and Kothol (1999). In HPSG, Wechsler &
Zlati�c [58] and Wechsler & Hahm [59]; and in LFG, Wechsler [57] extensively
discuss the phenomenon of hybrid agreement in light of number and gender, but
not person, where a hybrid of contrasting syntactic and semantic features triggers a
different type of agreement on a different type of target. In these studies person
features are also considered to exist as Index features and never taken as gram-
The present reporter and Daddy are locally bound by a 3rd person
pronoun and coreferential with the pronoun, like a 3rd person re-
flexive himself. This 3rd person pronoun is referentially dependent
on the first occurrence of the definite DP that is used to refer to a
speaker in the previous sentence. It means that the 3rd person
pronoun as well as the definite DP locally bound by the pronoun
has the reference to a speaker.

The pair of examples in (2) and (3) seems to be compatible with
the pronominal alternations in (1) in that the definite DPs have a
reference to a speaker/speaker's group. Moreover, 1st person and
3rd person agreement are equally possible in the imposter con-
struction. If a 3rd person form is used for the reference to a speaker,
3rd person does not appear to be uniformly linked to the reference
to the 3rd party that is talked about. I note that the pronominal
alternations in (1) and the same references by pronouns of distinct
person in (2) and (3) are not a case of ‘accidental’ coreference
(pragmatically determined) since the coreferential interpretations
of these examples are not merely in the extensional sense [16,23].
The pronouns of distinct person with the same references in these
examples are also not an instance of indexical shifting as well since
use of a definite DP in (1) is different from that of an epithet in that the
efers to the party talked about that is not the speaker or the addressee
Chapter 11, and footnote 19).
native speakers that I consulted also accept the pronominal alternations.
peakers report that a 3rd person reflexive sounds more stylistic and/or
although both 1st person and 3rd person forms may be interchangeable.
these phenomena are observed in matrix clauses not in the com-
plement clauses of attitude predicates [3,50,51]. They are not a
deletion of the person feature value in LF [37] because they do not
change thesmo meanings. They are likewise not an example with
the presence of a phonologically invisible personal pronoun inside
definite DPs [8,16,33]; and footnote 7) as in the pronoun-noun
construction such as we linguists [1,25,47] with a pronoun in the
construction phonologically null.

This paper looks to dissociate notional person and their
morphological specification by examining the morphosyntactic
variation of the person feature exhibited by an English imposter DP.
It argues that 3rd person is always the default/neutral form in
English. Yet a 3rd person argument has a feature specification (cf.
[2,6,40,41,24,31,7]).

The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, I briefly
review two major perspectives of the person feature in the lin-
guistic literature and present the necessity of the dissociating
notional and grammatical person in the English imposter con-
struction. In section 3, I analyze the morphosyntactic variation in
the construction. I argue that notional and grammatical person are
neither uniquely associated with each other nor uniformly always
linked to a definite DPs or a personal pronoun. I propose the
mechanism of 3rd person that plays a role in the morphosyntactic
variation in pronoun-antecedent relations. Section 4 is the
conclusion.
2. The two types of the person feature

The person feature is a property of lexical elements, listed in the
lexical entry. Theories of syntaxmake use of such features as formal
in the generalized or head-driven phrase-structure grammar (LFG,
GPSG, and HPSG).4 In Chomsky's [61] minimalist program, the
person feature is a morphosyntactic feature and accessible in the
course of syntactic computation. However, linguists do not agree in
light of the definition of person feature values. While the person
feature values are often classified into three categories based on
morphological distinctions (i.e., 1st, 2nd and 3rd person), some
linguists maintain that the values of the person feature are asso-
ciated with [participant], [speaker], [addressee] and [non-partici-
pant]/[Ø],5 based on the semantic notions of discourse participants
in the speech act and nonparticipants [7,31,34,40e42]; a.o.). Yet
both perspectives would accept a one-to-one relation between
notional person (that distinguishes the denotations of the
speaker(s), the addressee(s), or none of those entities) and gram-
matical person (that refers to morphosyntactic properties regularly
matical features of the sort that are involved in Concord features, as opposed to
number and gender. Even if English exceptionally had the person feature as a
Concord feature, however, the reference to a speaker by an argument that exhibits
3rd person agreement would not be accounted for. Moreover, typologically it has
been noticed that DP-internal concord never involves person features. The refer-
ence to a speaker by an imposter that shows 1st person agreement would also not
be explained since the person feature cannot be specified on the noun itself [4],
unlike number and gender. This would have been an unexpected morphological
gap if person was an abstract feature of a noun or a functional projection below DP.

5 [Ø] represents the lack of grammatical person.
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associated with specific notional person forms). 1st person argu-
ments would be specified with [participant, speaker], 2nd person
arguments, [participant, addressee], and 3rd person arguments,
[non-participant].

However, notional person and grammatical person do not seem
to be always identical since a speaker may refer to himself/herself
(and addressee) in certain situational contexts by their proper
names, the relation of kinship, the titles or occupational roles, etc.,
although these expressions are normally 3rd person and refer to
the 3rd party [16,52,56,26]:5) define an imposter DP in (4).

(4) An imposter is a notionally X person DP which is grammat-
ically M person, X s M.

According to this definition, an imposter DP may allow for
different combinations of notional and grammatical person. If
notional person forms are not necessarily associated with their
morphological information (i.e., grammatical person) in the
imposter construction, there is not always a strict one-to-one
relation between notional person and grammatical person. When
a DP has a reference to a speaker, the DP involves the notional
person feature [speaker]. Yet the DP may not exhibit 1st person
agreement in binding at the same time (see (1) and footnote 1). In
order to clarify the mechanism of person agreement, I assume that
both notional and grammatical person are syntactic objects in this
paper although Collins & Postal [16] do not adopt the notional
person feature as a syntactic object. The dissociation of notional
person such as [speaker] and grammatical person such as [1st]
makes it feasible to formalize Collins & Postal [16] definition of an
imposter DP in (4).

Given the assumption that notional person and grammatical
person may be dissociated, I analyze English pronoun-antecedent
relations in the following section.
7 Alternatively, H€ohn [33] adopts the pro hypothesis and analyses the (un)
agreement phenomenon of the person feature in the Minimalist framework. In this
analysis, pro exists in a DP and enters into an agreement relation for 1st person
agreement for null subject languages such as Spanish, Greek and Italian. However, a
pro analysis fails to explain 3rd person agreement associated with the reference to a
speaker. Smith [53,54] discusses the hybrid phenomenon of number in British
English in Minimalism. While disassociating grammatical and semantic number
features, Smith proposes that semantic features of a DP are morphologically real-
ized if the DP enters into an agreement relation with an element that the DP c-
commands. Smith's (modified) analysis is possibly accountable for the selection of a
1st person reflexive by the imposter DP in (1). Yet, the application of his analysis to
3rd person agreement that is linked to the reference to a speaker also cannot be
accounted for.
3. The analysis of the person feature in pronoun-antecedent
relations

Recent minimalist research proposes that Condition A can be
reduced to an application of the Agree operation employed in the
[11e13] framework supplying the missing values of bound objects
([21,48,62,27,49]; a.o.). Since Condition A governs the interpreta-
tion and distribution of a DP that obligatorily receives its meaning
from another DP clause-internally, I assume that an Agree relation
is required as feature-sharing operation for coreference. Although
the main focus is placed on the mechanism of person agreement of
DPs that corefer clause-internally, I also examine the person feature
of a pronoun which is anaphorically dependent on its antecedent
beyond a clause.

Against this background of the reformulated Condition A as
Agree, let us consider the binding alternations in (5).6

(5) In this reply, the present authorsi (¼ the writers of the reply)
attempt to defend ourselvesi/themselvesi against the scur-
rilous charges which have been made. (¼1a)

One might assume that the pronominal alternations in (5) are
held at PF, where there is some optional impoverishment of the
person feature on the DP that can tolerate a 1st person and a 3rd
6 Collins & Postal [16] propose an invisible topic DP, AUTHOR in their term,
appearing in the left periphery of a sentence, which is coreferential with the def-
inite DP. When this topic DP binds a reflexive, a 1st person reflexive is selected. On
the other hand, when the imposter DP functions as antecedent, it binds a 3rd
person reflexive in their analysis.
person reflexive ([7,63,64,65]), while the notional person feature
[speaker] of the DP is sent to LF to maintain the same truth con-
ditions. This line of analysis seems to straightforwardly explain the
morphosyntax variation of person agreement that has the same
semantic import (and dialectal differences mentioned in footnote
1).7 However, this idea needs to be elaborated because it is not clear
why a personal pronoun disallows for the alternations (e.g., I respect
myself/*himself), unlike an imposter.

Moreover, one needs to handle the issue of the verbal agree-
ment in the imposter construction, as Collins & Postal (2012:3)
observe. That is, a singular English imposter uniformly determines
3rd person verbal agreement, as in (6) ([19] and [55]).

(6)
8 Is 3
answer
binds th
reflexiv
Moreov
Furuya
linguist
a. This reporter (¼speaker) is/*am signing off from Madrid,
Spain.

b. Nixon (¼speaker) is/*am not going to resign.
c. Yours truly (¼speaker) is/*am unhappy.
d. Yours truly (¼speaker) runs/*run in the morning.
As indicated by the verbal agreement, the verbal morphology
shows grammatically 3rd person, and fails to show 1st person
agreement. For example, the form of the copula in (6a) is is and the
1st person singular form am is impossible even when the subject
DP is used to refer to a speaker.

In order to account for these issues, I propose that 3rd person
agreement in (5) and (6) comes from an imposter DP's lacking the
grammatical person feature, morphosyntactic information in (7).

(7) An English imposter DP involves notional person but not
grammatical person (i.e., [speaker, Ø]) in the given contexts.

Given the statement in (7), since an imposter DP lacks gram-
matical person, the verbal morphology in (6) is underspecified.
However, the unvalued person feature is morphologically illicit at
PF and only tolerated with the realization of 3rd person as a last
resort in English (Heck & Cuartero 2008, [6]; [27]). Likewise, in (5)
the 3rd person of the reflexive results from the morphological
underspecification of the reflexive that does not obtain the gram-
matical person feature from its antencedent since the antecedent
lacks the feature.8 Yet the 3rd person reflexive is coreferential with
the imposter DP referring to a speaker, thanks to the presence of the
[speaker] feature. Because of the notional person feature, the im-
poster's distinct agreement (1st person and 3rd person) is not
accompanied by differences in truth conditions.

The statement in (7) raises the question of how an imposter DP
rd person universally the default person feature across languages? The
appears to be negative. Furuya [26] observes that a Japanese imposter DP
e underspecified reflexive zibun ‘self’, but not a 1st person or a 3rd person
e. This indicate that not all languages use 3rd person as default (see [15,16]).
er, in the studies of Anti-Agreement effects, [5,43,44]; Henderson [32]; and
[27] also report that 3rd person is not always the default person cross-
ically.
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as antecedent can also select a 1st person reflexive in (5). I propose
that a 1st person reflexive and a 3rd person reflexive bound by an
English imposter DP are as a kind of allomorphy, variant forms of
one person feature value [speaker, Ø]. Provided that under-
specification is illicit at PF, the person feature value that lacks
grammatical person is realized in two ways at PF, shown in (8a,b).

(8) The realization of [speaker, Ø] for pronoun-antecedent re-
lations in English at PF:
9 One
herself
If the v
tualizat
contrar
contras
10 The
and bin
be cons

(i) The

attribut
The uni
singula
of all ag
agreem
ment”.
(3rd pe
11 One
simulta
syntact
distinct
feature,
agreem
general
a. 1st person or
b. 3rd person
The relation between notional and grammatical person is not
always uniform. Yet the relation is not still completely “arbitrary”
since greater variation would be expected in English and across
languages, which does not happen [15,16,28,56,60]. The morpho-
logically underspecified feature value of person can be realized as
the default/invariable form (3rd person) or the grammatical person
feature that the notional person feature is normally associated with
in the pronominal system (1st person) at PF, due to the language-
specific references.9 In the former case, 3rd person is realized
whereas in the latter case 1st person is selected.

Why do auxiliaries/verbs fail to have the option of being spelled
out as 1st person (see (6)) if the imposter DP has [speaker, Ø]? One
possible answer is that agreement with verbs and agreement with
pronouns/reflexives are results of two different operations, as the
canonical Minimalist views proposes that binding relations are
applied at LF [10,14]. However, this line of analysis cannot account
for the association of subject-verb agreement and binding agree-
ment normally found in pronominal binding (e.g., I am/*is/*are
looking at myself/*himself/*yourself). Alternatively, it is possible to
assume that different agreement targets are sensitive to different
sets of features, as [27] adopts in examining relative clauses from a
cross-linguistic perspective. As in line with Furuya, I assume that a
verb may be sensitive to grammatical person whereas a pronoun
may also be sensitive to notional person in English.10

The two person feature values in (8a,b) might be considered to
be compatible with Corbett's [17,18] semantic and syntactic
agreement: “semantic agreement” is consistent with the meaning
of the controller whereas “syntactic agreement” corresponds to its
form.11 In this analysis, 1st person is the result of semantic
reviews asks whether it is possible that the speaker can conceptualize him/
as an ‘other’ and therefore refer to him/herself with 3rd person forms in (8).
alue of the person feature is changed based only on the speaker's concep-
ion, pronominal binding relation could exhibit the binding alternations
y to fact. The conceptualization perspective likewise fails to account for the
t between (11) and (12).
asymmetric agreement patterns in subject-verb relation (i.e., 3rd person)
ding relations (i.e., 1st person) in the English imposer construction appear to
istent with [18] Agreement Hierarchy (AH) in (i).

Agreement Hierarchy

ive > predicate > relative pronoun > personal pronoun.
form 3rd person agreement pattern of the verbal morphology in the English
r imposter construction designates the “predicate” position as the less likely
reement targets to display “semantic agreement”, whereas the 1st person
ent pattern of the reflexive as the most likely to show “semantic agree-
However, the AH is violable and thus a reflexive may also display “syntactic
rson) agreement” in (5).
wonders why semantic agreement and syntactic agreement are called for

neously in syntax or at PF. One way to interpret Corbett's semantic and
ic agreement is to assume mixed agreement with a structure that involves
agreement zones in syntax [45,46]; and [38]. However, as for the person
it is difficult to attribute mixed agreement in person to structurally distinct
ent zones unlike the number feature and the gender feature since person is
ly assumed to be located on D [4,20].
agreement whereas 3rd person is the result of syntactic agreement
in the English imposter construction. Although the pronominal
alternations in the imposter construction appears to be accounted
for by Corbett's agreement mechanism, there is a critical difference
between Corbett's [17,18] mechanism and the current analysis in
light of person agreement. Corbett's semantic agreement and
syntactic agreement can be distinguished only when there are
alternative agreement forms. In contrast, the current analysis al-
ways dissociates meanings and forms of the person feature. Under
Corbett's analysis and the present analysis in terms of 3rd person
agreement, let us look at the example in (9).

(9) The present reporter is proud of himself.

The sentence in (9) can have two interpretations depending on
the references of the subject DP (i.e., the speaker and the 3rd party)
in the given contexts. Under Corbett's agreement mechanism, se-
mantic agreement is called for if an element lacks relevant feature
values. In (9) syntactic agreement is called for and it bears a
reference to the 3rd party. This is the case for the non-imposter
interpretation. However it is not clear how the sentence have the
imposter interpretation (see footnote 4). On the other hand, given
the present analysis, the imposter use of a DP and the non-imposter
use of a DP differ in terms of the notional person ([non-participant]
vs. [speaker]), resulting in the different interpretations.

Rather than assimilating to Corbett's mechanism, I assume the
two forms of person realization in (8) as the “one-to-many” relation
between morphosyntactic and morphophonological forms. That is,
[speaker, Ø] (which lacks grammatical person) is realized in two
forms as variants of one person feature valueda kind of allomor-
phy. Notice that this way of morphological realization is not unique
to the person feature. For example, the plural feature existing under
the same node in syntax can be realized in two forms in (10).

(10)
12 Fur
agreem
three w
when s
results
ization
a. These [formulas/formulae] are not so complex.
b. Please add [indexes/indices] to these items.
c. These [cactuses/cacti] grow so fast.
d. Did you see the [mangos/mangoes]?
In (10) the plural feature of the bracketed nouns are specified/s/
or other allomorphs. Under the frame of Distributed Morphology
proposed by proposed by Halle & Marantz [29,30]; after the syn-
tactic representation is specified, the vocabulary or themorphology
is correspondingly specified post-syntactically. Yet the elements
manipulated in syntax and what are spelled out by vocabulary
items are not always in a one-to-one relation. Similarly, a reflexive
with [speaker, Ø] is morphologically realized in the two ways in
(8a,b); one is related to the lack of grammatical person, realized as
3rd person (default feature); and the other is linked to notional
person [speaker], realized as 1st person.12

In order to support the current analysis of 3rd person realization
in (8b), let us examine the pronoun that is used anaphorically in
(11).

(11) (What do you mean the present reporteri (¼speaker) re-
spects no one?) Hei respects the present reporteri. (¼3a)
uya [27] explores unti-agreement effects in combination with person
ent in binding inside relatives in English, Spanish and Bemba, and analyzes
ays of realizing the person feature on a reflexive. These variations arise
ubject-verb agreement is underspecified. Furuya argues that the variation
from the lack of the grammatical person feature whereas the distinct real-
of person is likned to language-specific preferences.
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The 3rd person pronoun in (11) is referentially dependent on the
imposter DP in the previous sentence and its reference is to a
speaker, rather than it is secured in some other ways, e.g. deicti-
cally. This indicates that a 3rd person pronoun can denote a speaker
if the linguistic element (that makes the appropriate description
available) hinges on the antecedent-pronoun relation, even though
the relation between a non-reflexive pronoun and its antecedent is
often thought to be outside of syntax proper; restrictions on
interpretation of expression for a non-reflexive pronoun derive
Condition B effects (which bans a personal pronoun from appearing
too close to its antecedent). To support this argument, let us look at
the example in (12), where the 3rd person pronoun is intended to
be coreferential with a 1st person pronoun in the previous
sentence.

(12) (What do you mean Ii respect no one?) *Hei respects the
present reporteri.
13 The exa
a 3rd perso
in the matr

(i)
a. Your

[16]:
b. This

[16];
cedent
rather t
the give

14 Collins
encodes re
will hold b
landic imp
antecedent
periphery o
with those
Cf. Ii respects the present reporteri.
In (12) the anaphoric use of the 3rd person pronoun is impos-
sible when its antecedent is a 1st person pronoun. The distinction
between (11) and (12) would not be understandable from the
perspective of theories which take a pronoun to be basically freely
interpreted (except Condition B). Rather, the linguistic properties of
a pronoun should depend on the linguistic properties of its ante-
cedent in (11). This is expected if there is a syntactic relation be-
tween the pronoun and its antecedent [23].13 It is far beyond the
scope of the present article to offer a syntactic account for the
anaphoric use of the pronoun in (11).14 Still the point of the argu-
ment should be cleardthe pronoun-antecedent relation is required
for the anaphoric use of a pronoun.

Why does a 1st person pronoun as antecedent prevent a 3rd
person pronoun from being in anaphoric use in (12), unlike an
imposter DP in (11)? I argue that a personal pronoun inherently
possesses both notional and grammatical person (i.e., [speaker] and
[1st]) since it is in specific morphological form associated with its
referent. Thus, the 3rd person pronoun in (12) cannot be referen-
tially dependent on the 1st person pronoun because of a mismatch
in grammatical person between the two pronouns, inducing
ungrammaticality. In contrast, a definite DP in imposter use does
not change its morphological form depending on the referent in the
given contexts, and thus it is not clear whether an imposter DP has
both notional and grammatical person feature values. In (11) the
English imposter DP in the first sentence has only the notional
person feature [speaker] but not the grammatical person feature
[1st], whose value becomes that of the pronoun in anaphoric use,
realized as 3rd person. Yet, thanks to the presence of [speaker], the
mple in (i) add further support to pronoun-antecedent relations, where
n pronoun in embedded subject is coreferential with the imposter DPs
ix subject position.

s trulyi (¼ speaker) thinks hei was treated rather well. (Collins & Postal
95)
reporteri (¼ speaker) thinks that hei deserves credit. (Collins & Postal
95)This example shows that the pronoun that corefers with its ante-
possesses the same notional person feature as that of its antecedent,
han it has the person feature value individually and independently in
n contexts.
& Postal [16] argue that there is a primitive ‘antecede’ relation that
ferential dependencies among linguistic objects, and that this relation
etween a pronoun and its antecedent. Alternatively based on the Ice-
oster construction, Wood & Sigurðsson [60] argue that pronoun-
relations are mediated by silent functional heads that are in the left
f phases such as C, which probes and matches ø-features of a pronoun
of its antecedent.
3rd person pronoun has the reference to a speaker. We should
notice that the co-occurrence of [speaker] and [3rd] does not lead
to ungrammaticality since it is not a mismatch in the same type of
the person feature. If this is the case, the notional person feature
[speaker] is not exceptionally associated with a 1st person personal
pronoun, in support of the current analysis in (8b).

Let us consider whether the grammatical person feature [1st] is
exclusively associated with a 1st person pronoun to examine the
validity of (8a). In other words, would an imposter DP that is bound
by a 1st person pronoun obtain the grammatical person feature
value [1st] in addition to the notional person feature value
[speaker] from the pronominal subject via Agree in (2)? It is diffi-
cult to find evidence since a definite DP itself does not possess a
specific morphological form depending on reference to distinct
discourse roles. Given the reformulation of Condition A as Agree
(feature-sharing operation), I take the uniformity requirement for
binding as a key to a possible answer to the question on the
grammatical person feature [1st]. Consider the basic binding rela-
tion with a 1st person pronoun as antecedent in (13).

(13)
15 One
16 Sim
imposte

(i) Hom
U-avail
with its

(ii)
ultimat
availabi
a. I am talking to myself about myself.
b. *Ii am talking to himselfi about myselfi.
c. *Ii am talking to myselfi about himselfi.
The pronominal subject has both notional and grammatical
person. Because of it, the 1st person pronoun must bind its bound
object of the same person feature in (13a), and the co-occurrence of
a reflexive of distinct person is ungrammatical in (13b,c). This
shows that an antecedent must equally share both notional and
grammatical person feature values with its bound object. The
uniformity requirement also regulates the person values of the two
reflexives: the first reflexive shares the ø-features with the second
reflexive, as in the case Mary is going to talk to Billi about himselfi.15

Given the uniformity requirement for coreferential DPs in
binding, let us look at the example in (14), where a 1st person
pronoun binds a definite DP and a reflexive.

(14)

a. Ii talked to the present authori about myselfi.
b. *Ii talked to the present authori about himselfi.
c. Wei discussed social statuses of the present authorsi in a

book about ourselvesi.
d. *Wei discussed social statuses of the present authorsi in a

book about themselvesi.
The 1st person pronoun in (14a,c) takes a 1st person reflexive
besides a coindexed definite DP and this combination is gram-
matical. On the other hand, the sentences with a 3rd person re-
flexive in (14b,d) are both ungrammatical. Under the uniformity
requirement, the ungrammaticality in (14b,d) is readily accounted
for: a 3rd person reflexive violates the uniformity requirement
because of a mismatch in grammatical person.16 On the other hand,
reviewer points out the second point of the uniformity requirement.
ilarly, Collins & Postal (2012:215e6) propose a condition that regulates the
r construction in terms of ø-agreement in (i).

ogeneity Condition (HC)If pronominals A and B are members of the same
ability chain, then for every phi feature F, A and B each agrees in F either
immediate antecedent or with the same source as the other.

U-availability:For any constituent C, the maximal set of available DPs with
e antecedent U dominated by C form a primary source chain, called the U-
lity chain in C.
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the grammaticality in (14a,c) indicates that the coreferential defi-
nite DP should have both [1st] and [speaker], like the reflexives
myself and ourselves respectively.17 The current analysis suggests
that the grammatical person feature [1st] may not be exclusively
associated with a 1st person pronoun in English.

The present analysis shows that the notional person feature
[speaker] is not exclusively associated with the grammatical person
feature [1st] in English. If the notional person feature is not linked
to the grammatical person feature, it is realized as 3rd person in
English. Moreover, the grammatical person feature [1st] may not be
exclusively associatedwith a 1st person pronoun. A definite DPmay
be able to linguistically obtain the grammatical feature. If the cur-
rent analysis is on the right track, there are (at least) two kinds of
the notional person feature that are related to 3rd person in En-
glish: [speaker] and [non-participant], as I suggest in (15).18

(15) The relation of the grammatical person feature [3rd] to the
notional person feature in English
17 Alte
mity co
involve
persona
18 A d
alternat
with [ad
person
Syntax PF
a. [speaker, Ø] / [3rd]
b. [non-participant, Ø] / [3rd]
19 Epithets may fall under this category. Collins & Postal (2012:243) observe that
A definite DP that is used to refer to a speaker and a personal
pronoun that linguistically obtains the notional person feature
[speaker] may not always possess the grammatical person feature
in syntax. In this case, the notional person feature may be realized
as 3rd person as a last resort in English at PF, as shown in (15a). Yet,
the DP and the pronoun have the notional person feature [speaker],
which is interpreted at LF, regardeless of the specification of 3rd
person. Similarly, I assume that the notional person feature [non-
participant] does not have grammatical person since there is no
specific form associated with the notional person feature, and thus
the feature is necessarily specified as 3rd person at PF in English.
This way of handling the two notional person features amounts to
stating that 3rd person is always the invariable/default form in
English. 3rd person agreement is observed in English even when
the reference is not always linked to the 3rd party.

4. Conclusion

I investigated the morphosyntactic properties of the person
feature, particularly 3rd person, in the English imposter construc-
tion, and argued for the dissociation of notional person and
grammatical person. This claim is based on the evidence that 3rd
person agreement controlled by an imposter DP with the reference
to a speaker does not obligatorily prohibit a 1st person or 3rd
person form from being used anaphorically, whereas a 1st person
agreement controlled by a 1st person pronoun prevents a 3rd
person form from being used anaphorically. I argued that this
variation is attributed to the dual properties of the person feature
(notional and grammatical person). The notional person feature
[speaker] and the grammatical person feature [1st] are not oblig-
atorily in a one-to-one relation nor exclusively associatedwith a 1st
person pronoun. I argued that an English imposter DP lacks
morphological information (grammatical person) although the DP
has the notional person feature [speaker]. Because of this lack,
rnatively, one might assume that a definite DP is exempt from the unifor-
ndition in that it does not need to have grammatical person since it does not
a morphologically specific form associated with notional person, unlike a
l pronoun. I cannot find evidence to support or reject this possibility.
efinite DP that is used to refer to an addressee also show the pronominal
ions (see footnote 1). This indicates that 3rd person may also be associated
dressee] when the notional person feature is not linked to the grammatical
feature [2nd] in English.
English has two possible ways of realizing the underspecification of
the grammatical person feature. One way is that the morphologi-
cally underspecified person feature is assigned the default/neutral
person feature at PF. In this case, 3rd person agreement is displayed
in English. Alternatively 1st person agreement is also possible, due
to language-specific preferences. The second agreement relation is
normally observed in the pronominal system where the notional
person feature [speaker] is associated with the grammatical person
feature [1st], and English allows a definite DP to manipulate this
relation in the imposter construction. I also argued that the
notional person feature [non-participant] always lacks grammatical
person as well, realized as the default person (3rd person) in En-
glish. That is to say, the grammatical person feature [3rd] is always a
default/neutral form in English. Yet, a 3rd person argument may be
linked to a different notional peson feature such as [speaker] and
[non-participant] in the given contexts. The current argument
demonstrates that the morphosyntactic variation in the imposter
construction is attributed to the lack of the uniform relation be-
tween notional person and its morphology, not to the syntactic
operations for pronoun-antecedent relations. Would such an
argument propose to eliminate Condition C? Although this seems
to be the case, the answer depends on language-specific contexts.
For example, if a language allows a definite DP to obtain other than
[non-participant], Condition C effects may not be observed (see
(2)). On the other hand, if a language prohibits it, Condition C effects
result.19 These will have to await future research.
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